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MoxW1–xS2

59 Triangular monocrystals of WxMo1−xS2 were synthesized
60 through sulfurization of MoO3/WO3 layers at 800 °C and

f1 61 atmospheric pressure (see Methods). Figure 1A shows a dark-

62 field STEM micrograph of a single-layer WxMo1−xS2 triangular
63 crystal. The high-resolution ADF-STEM images in Figure 1B−
64 D indicate the atomic and chemical structure of the flake in
65 three areas marked by blue, green, and red boxes. The intensity
66 line scan in Figure 1E, taken from region B, clearly distinguishes
67 individual W, Mo, and 2S atoms, owing to the Z (atomic
68 number) contrast of ADF-STEM.
69 Chemical compositions directly calculated from the ADF-
70 STEM images show that a nearly pure WS2 phase close to the
71 edges (W0.99Mo0.01S2) gradually evolves to a phase with near-
72 equal W and Mo concentrations (W0.47Mo0.53S2) near the
73 center. This composition gradient is consistent with photo-
74 luminescence (PL) and Raman spectroscopy measurements of
75 variations in the intensity of the composition-dependent E′
76 mode upon moving from the center to the edge of the flake
77 (Supporting Information, Figure S1B−F). Even at a Mo
78 concentration of about 2% (Figure 1C), Mo atoms remain well-
79 distributed in the WS2 lattice. The most striking structural
80 feature occurs near the center of the triangle where Mo and W
81 concentrations are almost equal. Here the W and Mo atoms
82 form stripes (Figure 1D) aligned in the zigzag direction parallel
83 to the outer edge of the triangular flake, i.e., perpendicular to
84 the growth direction.
85 To verify the alignment of the stripes to the triangle’s outer
86 edges, three regions near the center of the triangle, each closest

f2 87 to one particular edge, were imaged (Figure 2). The Mo−W
88 pair correlation along the three zigzag directions was quantified
89 using a modified Warren-Cowley short-range order parameter
90 α18−20 (see Methods).
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91 In this original scalar form, α indicates the tendency for the
92 alloy to form homoatom (0 < α < 1) or heteroatom (−1 < α <
93 0) coordination, with α = 0 a random alloy. To capture

94anisotropy, we define a vector pair correlation α = (α1, α2, α3)
95whose three components measure neighbor pair correlations
96along the zigzag directions of edges 1, 2, and 3. For the region
97closer to edge 1 (Figure 2B), horizontal stripes reflect a pair
98correlation ofα = (0.11, −0.06, −0.02). The regions closer to
99edges 2 and 3 yield α = (−0.03, 0.10, −0.14) and α = (−0.05,
100−0.04, 0.13) respectively (the order is statistically significant at
101the five-sigma level, see Supporting Information). The
102structural anisotropy is consistent across all three directions
103in all three images: positive correlation along the stripes and
104anticorrelation across the stripes (i.e., the stripes are atomically
105thin).
106To determine the origin of striations, various mechanisms
107that might yield row-by-row phase segregation at the growth
108edge were investigated using DFT calculations. First, the total
109energies of bulk W0.5Mo0.5S2 alloys with ideal stripes, phase
110 f3segregated, or random alloys were compared (Figure 3A−C).
111Under both charge neutrality and electron doping, the
112differences in total energies between these structures is
113negligible21,22 (see Supporting Information). Figure 3D−F
114then compares the total energies of (D) mixed, (E) Mo-rich,

Figure 1. Atomic and chemical structure of monolayer WxMo1−xS2
alloys with an in-plane composition gradient. (A) Dark-field STEM
image of a single-layer WxMo1−xS2 triangular crystal transferred to a
TEM grid. (B−D) ADF-STEM images acquired from the regions
marked by the blue, green, and red squares (left-to-right). The lower
panels show the distribution of W atoms in the corresponding STEM
images, with the calculated Mo concentration in the lower left corner.
(E) Atomic-resolution ADF-STEM micrograph from near the edge of
the triangle with a line profile through the boxed area. Mo atoms are
weaker in intensity than the W atoms and stronger than two stacked S
atoms.

Figure 2. W and Mo stripes forming parallel to the outer edge of the
WxMo1−xS2 triangular flake. (A) Dark-field STEM micrograph marking
three regions near the center of the WxMo1−xS2 flake from which ADF-
STEM images are acquired, as shown in panels B−D. The atomic
chains are highlighted in E−G, where the red dots indicate W atoms
that form chains along that zigzag direction, while black dots represent
other W atoms that are not part of such a chain. Each region is closest
to one of the three outer edges of the triangular flake. Bandpass
filtering was performed to improve image contrast.

Figure 3. Possible bulk and edge phases of the WxMo1−xS2 alloy
relaxed using DFT. Periodic bulk structures of (A) striped, (B) phase
segregated, and (C) random alloys. Also, “ribbon” structures with (D)
mixed, (E) Mo-rich, and (F) W-rich edges: these model structural
energetics at a growth edge. Mo (W) atoms are colored red (blue),
and Mo-rich (W-rich) edges are highlighted by red (blue) shading.
(G) Possible edge terminations of a zigzag edge. The four edge
structures investigated here are labeled based on their termination
(metal or sulfur) and sulfur coverage (50% or 100%): M100, M50,
S100, and S50, where M can be Mo or W.
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The energy differences between these systems are negligible compared to 
the growth temperature kT.

It’s not thermodynamics

59 Triangular monocrystals of WxMo1−xS2 were synthesized
60 through sulfurization of MoO3/WO3 layers at 800 °C and

f1 61 atmospheric pressure (see Methods). Figure 1A shows a dark-

62 field STEM micrograph of a single-layer WxMo1−xS2 triangular
63 crystal. The high-resolution ADF-STEM images in Figure 1B−
64 D indicate the atomic and chemical structure of the flake in
65 three areas marked by blue, green, and red boxes. The intensity
66 line scan in Figure 1E, taken from region B, clearly distinguishes
67 individual W, Mo, and 2S atoms, owing to the Z (atomic
68 number) contrast of ADF-STEM.
69 Chemical compositions directly calculated from the ADF-
70 STEM images show that a nearly pure WS2 phase close to the
71 edges (W0.99Mo0.01S2) gradually evolves to a phase with near-
72 equal W and Mo concentrations (W0.47Mo0.53S2) near the
73 center. This composition gradient is consistent with photo-
74 luminescence (PL) and Raman spectroscopy measurements of
75 variations in the intensity of the composition-dependent E′
76 mode upon moving from the center to the edge of the flake
77 (Supporting Information, Figure S1B−F). Even at a Mo
78 concentration of about 2% (Figure 1C), Mo atoms remain well-
79 distributed in the WS2 lattice. The most striking structural
80 feature occurs near the center of the triangle where Mo and W
81 concentrations are almost equal. Here the W and Mo atoms
82 form stripes (Figure 1D) aligned in the zigzag direction parallel
83 to the outer edge of the triangular flake, i.e., perpendicular to
84 the growth direction.
85 To verify the alignment of the stripes to the triangle’s outer
86 edges, three regions near the center of the triangle, each closest

f2 87 to one particular edge, were imaged (Figure 2). The Mo−W
88 pair correlation along the three zigzag directions was quantified
89 using a modified Warren-Cowley short-range order parameter
90 α18−20 (see Methods).
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91 In this original scalar form, α indicates the tendency for the
92 alloy to form homoatom (0 < α < 1) or heteroatom (−1 < α <
93 0) coordination, with α = 0 a random alloy. To capture

94anisotropy, we define a vector pair correlation α = (α1, α2, α3)
95whose three components measure neighbor pair correlations
96along the zigzag directions of edges 1, 2, and 3. For the region
97closer to edge 1 (Figure 2B), horizontal stripes reflect a pair
98correlation ofα = (0.11, −0.06, −0.02). The regions closer to
99edges 2 and 3 yield α = (−0.03, 0.10, −0.14) and α = (−0.05,
100−0.04, 0.13) respectively (the order is statistically significant at
101the five-sigma level, see Supporting Information). The
102structural anisotropy is consistent across all three directions
103in all three images: positive correlation along the stripes and
104anticorrelation across the stripes (i.e., the stripes are atomically
105thin).
106To determine the origin of striations, various mechanisms
107that might yield row-by-row phase segregation at the growth
108edge were investigated using DFT calculations. First, the total
109energies of bulk W0.5Mo0.5S2 alloys with ideal stripes, phase
110 f3segregated, or random alloys were compared (Figure 3A−C).
111Under both charge neutrality and electron doping, the
112differences in total energies between these structures is
113negligible21,22 (see Supporting Information). Figure 3D−F
114then compares the total energies of (D) mixed, (E) Mo-rich,

Figure 1. Atomic and chemical structure of monolayer WxMo1−xS2
alloys with an in-plane composition gradient. (A) Dark-field STEM
image of a single-layer WxMo1−xS2 triangular crystal transferred to a
TEM grid. (B−D) ADF-STEM images acquired from the regions
marked by the blue, green, and red squares (left-to-right). The lower
panels show the distribution of W atoms in the corresponding STEM
images, with the calculated Mo concentration in the lower left corner.
(E) Atomic-resolution ADF-STEM micrograph from near the edge of
the triangle with a line profile through the boxed area. Mo atoms are
weaker in intensity than the W atoms and stronger than two stacked S
atoms.

Figure 2. W and Mo stripes forming parallel to the outer edge of the
WxMo1−xS2 triangular flake. (A) Dark-field STEM micrograph marking
three regions near the center of the WxMo1−xS2 flake from which ADF-
STEM images are acquired, as shown in panels B−D. The atomic
chains are highlighted in E−G, where the red dots indicate W atoms
that form chains along that zigzag direction, while black dots represent
other W atoms that are not part of such a chain. Each region is closest
to one of the three outer edges of the triangular flake. Bandpass
filtering was performed to improve image contrast.

Figure 3. Possible bulk and edge phases of the WxMo1−xS2 alloy
relaxed using DFT. Periodic bulk structures of (A) striped, (B) phase
segregated, and (C) random alloys. Also, “ribbon” structures with (D)
mixed, (E) Mo-rich, and (F) W-rich edges: these model structural
energetics at a growth edge. Mo (W) atoms are colored red (blue),
and Mo-rich (W-rich) edges are highlighted by red (blue) shading.
(G) Possible edge terminations of a zigzag edge. The four edge
structures investigated here are labeled based on their termination
(metal or sulfur) and sulfur coverage (50% or 100%): M100, M50,
S100, and S50, where M can be Mo or W.
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60 through sulfurization of MoO3/WO3 layers at 800 °C and

f1 61 atmospheric pressure (see Methods). Figure 1A shows a dark-

62 field STEM micrograph of a single-layer WxMo1−xS2 triangular
63 crystal. The high-resolution ADF-STEM images in Figure 1B−
64 D indicate the atomic and chemical structure of the flake in
65 three areas marked by blue, green, and red boxes. The intensity
66 line scan in Figure 1E, taken from region B, clearly distinguishes
67 individual W, Mo, and 2S atoms, owing to the Z (atomic
68 number) contrast of ADF-STEM.
69 Chemical compositions directly calculated from the ADF-
70 STEM images show that a nearly pure WS2 phase close to the
71 edges (W0.99Mo0.01S2) gradually evolves to a phase with near-
72 equal W and Mo concentrations (W0.47Mo0.53S2) near the
73 center. This composition gradient is consistent with photo-
74 luminescence (PL) and Raman spectroscopy measurements of
75 variations in the intensity of the composition-dependent E′
76 mode upon moving from the center to the edge of the flake
77 (Supporting Information, Figure S1B−F). Even at a Mo
78 concentration of about 2% (Figure 1C), Mo atoms remain well-
79 distributed in the WS2 lattice. The most striking structural
80 feature occurs near the center of the triangle where Mo and W
81 concentrations are almost equal. Here the W and Mo atoms
82 form stripes (Figure 1D) aligned in the zigzag direction parallel
83 to the outer edge of the triangular flake, i.e., perpendicular to
84 the growth direction.
85 To verify the alignment of the stripes to the triangle’s outer
86 edges, three regions near the center of the triangle, each closest

f2 87 to one particular edge, were imaged (Figure 2). The Mo−W
88 pair correlation along the three zigzag directions was quantified
89 using a modified Warren-Cowley short-range order parameter
90 α18−20 (see Methods).
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91 In this original scalar form, α indicates the tendency for the
92 alloy to form homoatom (0 < α < 1) or heteroatom (−1 < α <
93 0) coordination, with α = 0 a random alloy. To capture

94anisotropy, we define a vector pair correlation α = (α1, α2, α3)
95whose three components measure neighbor pair correlations
96along the zigzag directions of edges 1, 2, and 3. For the region
97closer to edge 1 (Figure 2B), horizontal stripes reflect a pair
98correlation ofα = (0.11, −0.06, −0.02). The regions closer to
99edges 2 and 3 yield α = (−0.03, 0.10, −0.14) and α = (−0.05,
100−0.04, 0.13) respectively (the order is statistically significant at
101the five-sigma level, see Supporting Information). The
102structural anisotropy is consistent across all three directions
103in all three images: positive correlation along the stripes and
104anticorrelation across the stripes (i.e., the stripes are atomically
105thin).
106To determine the origin of striations, various mechanisms
107that might yield row-by-row phase segregation at the growth
108edge were investigated using DFT calculations. First, the total
109energies of bulk W0.5Mo0.5S2 alloys with ideal stripes, phase
110 f3segregated, or random alloys were compared (Figure 3A−C).
111Under both charge neutrality and electron doping, the
112differences in total energies between these structures is
113negligible21,22 (see Supporting Information). Figure 3D−F
114then compares the total energies of (D) mixed, (E) Mo-rich,

Figure 1. Atomic and chemical structure of monolayer WxMo1−xS2
alloys with an in-plane composition gradient. (A) Dark-field STEM
image of a single-layer WxMo1−xS2 triangular crystal transferred to a
TEM grid. (B−D) ADF-STEM images acquired from the regions
marked by the blue, green, and red squares (left-to-right). The lower
panels show the distribution of W atoms in the corresponding STEM
images, with the calculated Mo concentration in the lower left corner.
(E) Atomic-resolution ADF-STEM micrograph from near the edge of
the triangle with a line profile through the boxed area. Mo atoms are
weaker in intensity than the W atoms and stronger than two stacked S
atoms.

Figure 2. W and Mo stripes forming parallel to the outer edge of the
WxMo1−xS2 triangular flake. (A) Dark-field STEM micrograph marking
three regions near the center of the WxMo1−xS2 flake from which ADF-
STEM images are acquired, as shown in panels B−D. The atomic
chains are highlighted in E−G, where the red dots indicate W atoms
that form chains along that zigzag direction, while black dots represent
other W atoms that are not part of such a chain. Each region is closest
to one of the three outer edges of the triangular flake. Bandpass
filtering was performed to improve image contrast.

Figure 3. Possible bulk and edge phases of the WxMo1−xS2 alloy
relaxed using DFT. Periodic bulk structures of (A) striped, (B) phase
segregated, and (C) random alloys. Also, “ribbon” structures with (D)
mixed, (E) Mo-rich, and (F) W-rich edges: these model structural
energetics at a growth edge. Mo (W) atoms are colored red (blue),
and Mo-rich (W-rich) edges are highlighted by red (blue) shading.
(G) Possible edge terminations of a zigzag edge. The four edge
structures investigated here are labeled based on their termination
(metal or sulfur) and sulfur coverage (50% or 100%): M100, M50,
S100, and S50, where M can be Mo or W.
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62 field STEM micrograph of a single-layer WxMo1−xS2 triangular
63 crystal. The high-resolution ADF-STEM images in Figure 1B−
64 D indicate the atomic and chemical structure of the flake in
65 three areas marked by blue, green, and red boxes. The intensity
66 line scan in Figure 1E, taken from region B, clearly distinguishes
67 individual W, Mo, and 2S atoms, owing to the Z (atomic
68 number) contrast of ADF-STEM.
69 Chemical compositions directly calculated from the ADF-
70 STEM images show that a nearly pure WS2 phase close to the
71 edges (W0.99Mo0.01S2) gradually evolves to a phase with near-
72 equal W and Mo concentrations (W0.47Mo0.53S2) near the
73 center. This composition gradient is consistent with photo-
74 luminescence (PL) and Raman spectroscopy measurements of
75 variations in the intensity of the composition-dependent E′
76 mode upon moving from the center to the edge of the flake
77 (Supporting Information, Figure S1B−F). Even at a Mo
78 concentration of about 2% (Figure 1C), Mo atoms remain well-
79 distributed in the WS2 lattice. The most striking structural
80 feature occurs near the center of the triangle where Mo and W
81 concentrations are almost equal. Here the W and Mo atoms
82 form stripes (Figure 1D) aligned in the zigzag direction parallel
83 to the outer edge of the triangular flake, i.e., perpendicular to
84 the growth direction.
85 To verify the alignment of the stripes to the triangle’s outer
86 edges, three regions near the center of the triangle, each closest

f2 87 to one particular edge, were imaged (Figure 2). The Mo−W
88 pair correlation along the three zigzag directions was quantified
89 using a modified Warren-Cowley short-range order parameter
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92 alloy to form homoatom (0 < α < 1) or heteroatom (−1 < α <
93 0) coordination, with α = 0 a random alloy. To capture

94anisotropy, we define a vector pair correlation α = (α1, α2, α3)
95whose three components measure neighbor pair correlations
96along the zigzag directions of edges 1, 2, and 3. For the region
97closer to edge 1 (Figure 2B), horizontal stripes reflect a pair
98correlation ofα = (0.11, −0.06, −0.02). The regions closer to
99edges 2 and 3 yield α = (−0.03, 0.10, −0.14) and α = (−0.05,
100−0.04, 0.13) respectively (the order is statistically significant at
101the five-sigma level, see Supporting Information). The
102structural anisotropy is consistent across all three directions
103in all three images: positive correlation along the stripes and
104anticorrelation across the stripes (i.e., the stripes are atomically
105thin).
106To determine the origin of striations, various mechanisms
107that might yield row-by-row phase segregation at the growth
108edge were investigated using DFT calculations. First, the total
109energies of bulk W0.5Mo0.5S2 alloys with ideal stripes, phase
110 f3segregated, or random alloys were compared (Figure 3A−C).
111Under both charge neutrality and electron doping, the
112differences in total energies between these structures is
113negligible

21,22
(see Supporting Information). Figure 3D−F

114then compares the total energies of (D) mixed, (E) Mo-rich,

Figure 1. Atomic and chemical structure of monolayer WxMo1−xS2
alloys with an in-plane composition gradient. (A) Dark-field STEM
image of a single-layer WxMo1−xS2 triangular crystal transferred to a
TEM grid. (B−D) ADF-STEM images acquired from the regions
marked by the blue, green, and red squares (left-to-right). The lower
panels show the distribution of W atoms in the corresponding STEM
images, with the calculated Mo concentration in the lower left corner.
(E) Atomic-resolution ADF-STEM micrograph from near the edge of
the triangle with a line profile through the boxed area. Mo atoms are
weaker in intensity than the W atoms and stronger than two stacked S
atoms.

Figure 2. W and Mo stripes forming parallel to the outer edge of the
WxMo1−xS2 triangular flake. (A) Dark-field STEM micrograph marking
three regions near the center of the WxMo1−xS2 flake from which ADF-
STEM images are acquired, as shown in panels B−D. The atomic
chains are highlighted in E−G, where the red dots indicate W atoms
that form chains along that zigzag direction, while black dots represent
other W atoms that are not part of such a chain. Each region is closest
to one of the three outer edges of the triangular flake. Bandpass
filtering was performed to improve image contrast.

Figure 3. Possible bulk and edge phases of the WxMo1−xS2 alloy
relaxed using DFT. Periodic bulk structures of (A) striped, (B) phase
segregated, and (C) random alloys. Also, “ribbon” structures with (D)
mixed, (E) Mo-rich, and (F) W-rich edges: these model structural
energetics at a growth edge. Mo (W) atoms are colored red (blue),
and Mo-rich (W-rich) edges are highlighted by red (blue) shading.
(G) Possible edge terminations of a zigzag edge. The four edge
structures investigated here are labeled based on their termination
(metal or sulfur) and sulfur coverage (50% or 100%): M100, M50,
S100, and S50, where M can be Mo or W.
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63 crystal. The high-resolution ADF-STEM images in Figure 1B−
64 D indicate the atomic and chemical structure of the flake in
65 three areas marked by blue, green, and red boxes. The intensity
66 line scan in Figure 1E, taken from region B, clearly distinguishes
67 individual W, Mo, and 2S atoms, owing to the Z (atomic
68 number) contrast of ADF-STEM.
69 Chemical compositions directly calculated from the ADF-
70 STEM images show that a nearly pure WS2 phase close to the
71 edges (W0.99Mo0.01S2) gradually evolves to a phase with near-
72 equal W and Mo concentrations (W0.47Mo0.53S2) near the
73 center. This composition gradient is consistent with photo-
74 luminescence (PL) and Raman spectroscopy measurements of
75 variations in the intensity of the composition-dependent E′
76 mode upon moving from the center to the edge of the flake
77 (Supporting Information, Figure S1B−F). Even at a Mo
78 concentration of about 2% (Figure 1C), Mo atoms remain well-
79 distributed in the WS2 lattice. The most striking structural
80 feature occurs near the center of the triangle where Mo and W
81 concentrations are almost equal. Here the W and Mo atoms
82 form stripes (Figure 1D) aligned in the zigzag direction parallel
83 to the outer edge of the triangular flake, i.e., perpendicular to
84 the growth direction.
85 To verify the alignment of the stripes to the triangle’s outer
86 edges, three regions near the center of the triangle, each closest

f2 87 to one particular edge, were imaged (Figure 2). The Mo−W
88 pair correlation along the three zigzag directions was quantified
89 using a modified Warren-Cowley short-range order parameter
90 α18−20 (see Methods).
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92 alloy to form homoatom (0 < α < 1) or heteroatom (−1 < α <
93 0) coordination, with α = 0 a random alloy. To capture

94anisotropy, we define a vector pair correlation α = (α1, α2, α3)
95whose three components measure neighbor pair correlations
96along the zigzag directions of edges 1, 2, and 3. For the region
97closer to edge 1 (Figure 2B), horizontal stripes reflect a pair
98correlation ofα = (0.11, −0.06, −0.02). The regions closer to
99edges 2 and 3 yield α = (−0.03, 0.10, −0.14) and α = (−0.05,
100−0.04, 0.13) respectively (the order is statistically significant at
101the five-sigma level, see Supporting Information). The
102structural anisotropy is consistent across all three directions
103in all three images: positive correlation along the stripes and
104anticorrelation across the stripes (i.e., the stripes are atomically
105thin).
106To determine the origin of striations, various mechanisms
107that might yield row-by-row phase segregation at the growth
108edge were investigated using DFT calculations. First, the total
109energies of bulk W0.5Mo0.5S2 alloys with ideal stripes, phase
110 f3segregated, or random alloys were compared (Figure 3A−C).
111Under both charge neutrality and electron doping, the
112differences in total energies between these structures is
113negligible21,22 (see Supporting Information). Figure 3D−F
114then compares the total energies of (D) mixed, (E) Mo-rich,

Figure 1. Atomic and chemical structure of monolayer WxMo1−xS2
alloys with an in-plane composition gradient. (A) Dark-field STEM
image of a single-layer WxMo1−xS2 triangular crystal transferred to a
TEM grid. (B−D) ADF-STEM images acquired from the regions
marked by the blue, green, and red squares (left-to-right). The lower
panels show the distribution of W atoms in the corresponding STEM
images, with the calculated Mo concentration in the lower left corner.
(E) Atomic-resolution ADF-STEM micrograph from near the edge of
the triangle with a line profile through the boxed area. Mo atoms are
weaker in intensity than the W atoms and stronger than two stacked S
atoms.

Figure 2. W and Mo stripes forming parallel to the outer edge of the
WxMo1−xS2 triangular flake. (A) Dark-field STEM micrograph marking
three regions near the center of the WxMo1−xS2 flake from which ADF-
STEM images are acquired, as shown in panels B−D. The atomic
chains are highlighted in E−G, where the red dots indicate W atoms
that form chains along that zigzag direction, while black dots represent
other W atoms that are not part of such a chain. Each region is closest
to one of the three outer edges of the triangular flake. Bandpass
filtering was performed to improve image contrast.

Figure 3. Possible bulk and edge phases of the WxMo1−xS2 alloy
relaxed using DFT. Periodic bulk structures of (A) striped, (B) phase
segregated, and (C) random alloys. Also, “ribbon” structures with (D)
mixed, (E) Mo-rich, and (F) W-rich edges: these model structural
energetics at a growth edge. Mo (W) atoms are colored red (blue),
and Mo-rich (W-rich) edges are highlighted by red (blue) shading.
(G) Possible edge terminations of a zigzag edge. The four edge
structures investigated here are labeled based on their termination
(metal or sulfur) and sulfur coverage (50% or 100%): M100, M50,
S100, and S50, where M can be Mo or W.
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66 line scan in Figure 1E, taken from region B, clearly distinguishes
67 individual W, Mo, and 2S atoms, owing to the Z (atomic
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71 edges (W0.99Mo0.01S2) gradually evolves to a phase with near-
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74 luminescence (PL) and Raman spectroscopy measurements of
75 variations in the intensity of the composition-dependent E′
76 mode upon moving from the center to the edge of the flake
77 (Supporting Information, Figure S1B−F). Even at a Mo
78 concentration of about 2% (Figure 1C), Mo atoms remain well-
79 distributed in the WS2 lattice. The most striking structural
80 feature occurs near the center of the triangle where Mo and W
81 concentrations are almost equal. Here the W and Mo atoms
82 form stripes (Figure 1D) aligned in the zigzag direction parallel
83 to the outer edge of the triangular flake, i.e., perpendicular to
84 the growth direction.
85 To verify the alignment of the stripes to the triangle’s outer
86 edges, three regions near the center of the triangle, each closest

f2 87 to one particular edge, were imaged (Figure 2). The Mo−W
88 pair correlation along the three zigzag directions was quantified
89 using a modified Warren-Cowley short-range order parameter
90 α18−20 (see Methods).
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92 alloy to form homoatom (0 < α < 1) or heteroatom (−1 < α <
93 0) coordination, with α = 0 a random alloy. To capture

94anisotropy, we define a vector pair correlation α = (α1, α2, α3)
95whose three components measure neighbor pair correlations
96along the zigzag directions of edges 1, 2, and 3. For the region
97closer to edge 1 (Figure 2B), horizontal stripes reflect a pair
98correlation ofα = (0.11, −0.06, −0.02). The regions closer to
99edges 2 and 3 yield α = (−0.03, 0.10, −0.14) and α = (−0.05,
100−0.04, 0.13) respectively (the order is statistically significant at
101the five-sigma level, see Supporting Information). The
102structural anisotropy is consistent across all three directions
103in all three images: positive correlation along the stripes and
104anticorrelation across the stripes (i.e., the stripes are atomically
105thin).
106To determine the origin of striations, various mechanisms
107that might yield row-by-row phase segregation at the growth
108edge were investigated using DFT calculations. First, the total
109energies of bulk W0.5Mo0.5S2 alloys with ideal stripes, phase
110 f3segregated, or random alloys were compared (Figure 3A−C).
111Under both charge neutrality and electron doping, the
112differences in total energies between these structures is
113negligible21,22 (see Supporting Information). Figure 3D−F
114then compares the total energies of (D) mixed, (E) Mo-rich,

Figure 1. Atomic and chemical structure of monolayer WxMo1−xS2
alloys with an in-plane composition gradient. (A) Dark-field STEM
image of a single-layer WxMo1−xS2 triangular crystal transferred to a
TEM grid. (B−D) ADF-STEM images acquired from the regions
marked by the blue, green, and red squares (left-to-right). The lower
panels show the distribution of W atoms in the corresponding STEM
images, with the calculated Mo concentration in the lower left corner.
(E) Atomic-resolution ADF-STEM micrograph from near the edge of
the triangle with a line profile through the boxed area. Mo atoms are
weaker in intensity than the W atoms and stronger than two stacked S
atoms.

Figure 2. W and Mo stripes forming parallel to the outer edge of the
WxMo1−xS2 triangular flake. (A) Dark-field STEM micrograph marking
three regions near the center of the WxMo1−xS2 flake from which ADF-
STEM images are acquired, as shown in panels B−D. The atomic
chains are highlighted in E−G, where the red dots indicate W atoms
that form chains along that zigzag direction, while black dots represent
other W atoms that are not part of such a chain. Each region is closest
to one of the three outer edges of the triangular flake. Bandpass
filtering was performed to improve image contrast.

Figure 3. Possible bulk and edge phases of the WxMo1−xS2 alloy
relaxed using DFT. Periodic bulk structures of (A) striped, (B) phase
segregated, and (C) random alloys. Also, “ribbon” structures with (D)
mixed, (E) Mo-rich, and (F) W-rich edges: these model structural
energetics at a growth edge. Mo (W) atoms are colored red (blue),
and Mo-rich (W-rich) edges are highlighted by red (blue) shading.
(G) Possible edge terminations of a zigzag edge. The four edge
structures investigated here are labeled based on their termination
(metal or sulfur) and sulfur coverage (50% or 100%): M100, M50,
S100, and S50, where M can be Mo or W.
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60 through sulfurization of MoO3/WO3 layers at 800 °C and

f1 61 atmospheric pressure (see Methods). Figure 1A shows a dark-

62 field STEM micrograph of a single-layer WxMo1−xS2 triangular
63 crystal. The high-resolution ADF-STEM images in Figure 1B−
64 D indicate the atomic and chemical structure of the flake in
65 three areas marked by blue, green, and red boxes. The intensity
66 line scan in Figure 1E, taken from region B, clearly distinguishes
67 individual W, Mo, and 2S atoms, owing to the Z (atomic
68 number) contrast of ADF-STEM.
69 Chemical compositions directly calculated from the ADF-
70 STEM images show that a nearly pure WS2 phase close to the
71 edges (W0.99Mo0.01S2) gradually evolves to a phase with near-
72 equal W and Mo concentrations (W0.47Mo0.53S2) near the
73 center. This composition gradient is consistent with photo-
74 luminescence (PL) and Raman spectroscopy measurements of
75 variations in the intensity of the composition-dependent E′
76 mode upon moving from the center to the edge of the flake
77 (Supporting Information, Figure S1B−F). Even at a Mo
78 concentration of about 2% (Figure 1C), Mo atoms remain well-
79 distributed in the WS2 lattice. The most striking structural
80 feature occurs near the center of the triangle where Mo and W
81 concentrations are almost equal. Here the W and Mo atoms
82 form stripes (Figure 1D) aligned in the zigzag direction parallel
83 to the outer edge of the triangular flake, i.e., perpendicular to
84 the growth direction.
85 To verify the alignment of the stripes to the triangle’s outer
86 edges, three regions near the center of the triangle, each closest

f2 87 to one particular edge, were imaged (Figure 2). The Mo−W
88 pair correlation along the three zigzag directions was quantified
89 using a modified Warren-Cowley short-range order parameter
90 α18−20 (see Methods).
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93 0) coordination, with α = 0 a random alloy. To capture

94anisotropy, we define a vector pair correlation α = (α1, α2, α3)
95whose three components measure neighbor pair correlations
96along the zigzag directions of edges 1, 2, and 3. For the region
97closer to edge 1 (Figure 2B), horizontal stripes reflect a pair
98correlation ofα = (0.11, −0.06, −0.02). The regions closer to
99edges 2 and 3 yield α = (−0.03, 0.10, −0.14) and α = (−0.05,
100−0.04, 0.13) respectively (the order is statistically significant at
101the five-sigma level, see Supporting Information). The
102structural anisotropy is consistent across all three directions
103in all three images: positive correlation along the stripes and
104anticorrelation across the stripes (i.e., the stripes are atomically
105thin).
106To determine the origin of striations, various mechanisms
107that might yield row-by-row phase segregation at the growth
108edge were investigated using DFT calculations. First, the total
109energies of bulk W0.5Mo0.5S2 alloys with ideal stripes, phase
110 f3segregated, or random alloys were compared (Figure 3A−C).
111Under both charge neutrality and electron doping, the
112differences in total energies between these structures is
113negligible21,22 (see Supporting Information). Figure 3D−F
114then compares the total energies of (D) mixed, (E) Mo-rich,

Figure 1. Atomic and chemical structure of monolayer WxMo1−xS2
alloys with an in-plane composition gradient. (A) Dark-field STEM
image of a single-layer WxMo1−xS2 triangular crystal transferred to a
TEM grid. (B−D) ADF-STEM images acquired from the regions
marked by the blue, green, and red squares (left-to-right). The lower
panels show the distribution of W atoms in the corresponding STEM
images, with the calculated Mo concentration in the lower left corner.
(E) Atomic-resolution ADF-STEM micrograph from near the edge of
the triangle with a line profile through the boxed area. Mo atoms are
weaker in intensity than the W atoms and stronger than two stacked S
atoms.

Figure 2. W and Mo stripes forming parallel to the outer edge of the
WxMo1−xS2 triangular flake. (A) Dark-field STEM micrograph marking
three regions near the center of the WxMo1−xS2 flake from which ADF-
STEM images are acquired, as shown in panels B−D. The atomic
chains are highlighted in E−G, where the red dots indicate W atoms
that form chains along that zigzag direction, while black dots represent
other W atoms that are not part of such a chain. Each region is closest
to one of the three outer edges of the triangular flake. Bandpass
filtering was performed to improve image contrast.

Figure 3. Possible bulk and edge phases of the WxMo1−xS2 alloy
relaxed using DFT. Periodic bulk structures of (A) striped, (B) phase
segregated, and (C) random alloys. Also, “ribbon” structures with (D)
mixed, (E) Mo-rich, and (F) W-rich edges: these model structural
energetics at a growth edge. Mo (W) atoms are colored red (blue),
and Mo-rich (W-rich) edges are highlighted by red (blue) shading.
(G) Possible edge terminations of a zigzag edge. The four edge
structures investigated here are labeled based on their termination
(metal or sulfur) and sulfur coverage (50% or 100%): M100, M50,
S100, and S50, where M can be Mo or W.
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62 field STEM micrograph of a single-layer WxMo1−xS2 triangular
63 crystal. The high-resolution ADF-STEM images in Figure 1B−
64 D indicate the atomic and chemical structure of the flake in
65 three areas marked by blue, green, and red boxes. The intensity
66 line scan in Figure 1E, taken from region B, clearly distinguishes
67 individual W, Mo, and 2S atoms, owing to the Z (atomic
68 number) contrast of ADF-STEM.
69 Chemical compositions directly calculated from the ADF-
70 STEM images show that a nearly pure WS2 phase close to the
71 edges (W0.99Mo0.01S2) gradually evolves to a phase with near-
72 equal W and Mo concentrations (W0.47Mo0.53S2) near the
73 center. This composition gradient is consistent with photo-
74 luminescence (PL) and Raman spectroscopy measurements of
75 variations in the intensity of the composition-dependent E′
76 mode upon moving from the center to the edge of the flake
77 (Supporting Information, Figure S1B−F). Even at a Mo
78 concentration of about 2% (Figure 1C), Mo atoms remain well-
79 distributed in the WS2 lattice. The most striking structural
80 feature occurs near the center of the triangle where Mo and W
81 concentrations are almost equal. Here the W and Mo atoms
82 form stripes (Figure 1D) aligned in the zigzag direction parallel
83 to the outer edge of the triangular flake, i.e., perpendicular to
84 the growth direction.
85 To verify the alignment of the stripes to the triangle’s outer
86 edges, three regions near the center of the triangle, each closest

f2 87 to one particular edge, were imaged (Figure 2). The Mo−W
88 pair correlation along the three zigzag directions was quantified
89 using a modified Warren-Cowley short-range order parameter
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94anisotropy, we define a vector pair correlation α = (α1, α2, α3)
95whose three components measure neighbor pair correlations
96along the zigzag directions of edges 1, 2, and 3. For the region
97closer to edge 1 (Figure 2B), horizontal stripes reflect a pair
98correlation ofα = (0.11, −0.06, −0.02). The regions closer to
99edges 2 and 3 yield α = (−0.03, 0.10, −0.14) and α = (−0.05,
100−0.04, 0.13) respectively (the order is statistically significant at
101the five-sigma level, see Supporting Information). The
102structural anisotropy is consistent across all three directions
103in all three images: positive correlation along the stripes and
104anticorrelation across the stripes (i.e., the stripes are atomically
105thin).
106To determine the origin of striations, various mechanisms
107that might yield row-by-row phase segregation at the growth
108edge were investigated using DFT calculations. First, the total
109energies of bulk W0.5Mo0.5S2 alloys with ideal stripes, phase
110 f3segregated, or random alloys were compared (Figure 3A−C).
111Under both charge neutrality and electron doping, the
112differences in total energies between these structures is
113negligible
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(see Supporting Information). Figure 3D−F

114then compares the total energies of (D) mixed, (E) Mo-rich,

Figure 1. Atomic and chemical structure of monolayer WxMo1−xS2
alloys with an in-plane composition gradient. (A) Dark-field STEM
image of a single-layer WxMo1−xS2 triangular crystal transferred to a
TEM grid. (B−D) ADF-STEM images acquired from the regions
marked by the blue, green, and red squares (left-to-right). The lower
panels show the distribution of W atoms in the corresponding STEM
images, with the calculated Mo concentration in the lower left corner.
(E) Atomic-resolution ADF-STEM micrograph from near the edge of
the triangle with a line profile through the boxed area. Mo atoms are
weaker in intensity than the W atoms and stronger than two stacked S
atoms.

Figure 2. W and Mo stripes forming parallel to the outer edge of the
WxMo1−xS2 triangular flake. (A) Dark-field STEM micrograph marking
three regions near the center of the WxMo1−xS2 flake from which ADF-
STEM images are acquired, as shown in panels B−D. The atomic
chains are highlighted in E−G, where the red dots indicate W atoms
that form chains along that zigzag direction, while black dots represent
other W atoms that are not part of such a chain. Each region is closest
to one of the three outer edges of the triangular flake. Bandpass
filtering was performed to improve image contrast.

Figure 3. Possible bulk and edge phases of the WxMo1−xS2 alloy
relaxed using DFT. Periodic bulk structures of (A) striped, (B) phase
segregated, and (C) random alloys. Also, “ribbon” structures with (D)
mixed, (E) Mo-rich, and (F) W-rich edges: these model structural
energetics at a growth edge. Mo (W) atoms are colored red (blue),
and Mo-rich (W-rich) edges are highlighted by red (blue) shading.
(G) Possible edge terminations of a zigzag edge. The four edge
structures investigated here are labeled based on their termination
(metal or sulfur) and sulfur coverage (50% or 100%): M100, M50,
S100, and S50, where M can be Mo or W.
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59 Triangular monocrystals of WxMo1−xS2 were synthesized
60 through sulfurization of MoO3/WO3 layers at 800 °C and

f1 61 atmospheric pressure (see Methods). Figure 1A shows a dark-

62 field STEM micrograph of a single-layer WxMo1−xS2 triangular
63 crystal. The high-resolution ADF-STEM images in Figure 1B−
64 D indicate the atomic and chemical structure of the flake in
65 three areas marked by blue, green, and red boxes. The intensity
66 line scan in Figure 1E, taken from region B, clearly distinguishes
67 individual W, Mo, and 2S atoms, owing to the Z (atomic
68 number) contrast of ADF-STEM.
69 Chemical compositions directly calculated from the ADF-
70 STEM images show that a nearly pure WS2 phase close to the
71 edges (W0.99Mo0.01S2) gradually evolves to a phase with near-
72 equal W and Mo concentrations (W0.47Mo0.53S2) near the
73 center. This composition gradient is consistent with photo-
74 luminescence (PL) and Raman spectroscopy measurements of
75 variations in the intensity of the composition-dependent E′
76 mode upon moving from the center to the edge of the flake
77 (Supporting Information, Figure S1B−F). Even at a Mo
78 concentration of about 2% (Figure 1C), Mo atoms remain well-
79 distributed in the WS2 lattice. The most striking structural
80 feature occurs near the center of the triangle where Mo and W
81 concentrations are almost equal. Here the W and Mo atoms
82 form stripes (Figure 1D) aligned in the zigzag direction parallel
83 to the outer edge of the triangular flake, i.e., perpendicular to
84 the growth direction.
85 To verify the alignment of the stripes to the triangle’s outer
86 edges, three regions near the center of the triangle, each closest

f2 87 to one particular edge, were imaged (Figure 2). The Mo−W
88 pair correlation along the three zigzag directions was quantified
89 using a modified Warren-Cowley short-range order parameter
90 α18−20 (see Methods).
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92 alloy to form homoatom (0 < α < 1) or heteroatom (−1 < α <
93 0) coordination, with α = 0 a random alloy. To capture

94anisotropy, we define a vector pair correlation α = (α1, α2, α3)
95whose three components measure neighbor pair correlations
96along the zigzag directions of edges 1, 2, and 3. For the region
97closer to edge 1 (Figure 2B), horizontal stripes reflect a pair
98correlation ofα = (0.11, −0.06, −0.02). The regions closer to
99edges 2 and 3 yield α = (−0.03, 0.10, −0.14) and α = (−0.05,
100−0.04, 0.13) respectively (the order is statistically significant at
101the five-sigma level, see Supporting Information). The
102structural anisotropy is consistent across all three directions
103in all three images: positive correlation along the stripes and
104anticorrelation across the stripes (i.e., the stripes are atomically
105thin).
106To determine the origin of striations, various mechanisms
107that might yield row-by-row phase segregation at the growth
108edge were investigated using DFT calculations. First, the total
109energies of bulk W0.5Mo0.5S2 alloys with ideal stripes, phase
110 f3segregated, or random alloys were compared (Figure 3A−C).
111Under both charge neutrality and electron doping, the
112differences in total energies between these structures is
113negligible21,22 (see Supporting Information). Figure 3D−F
114then compares the total energies of (D) mixed, (E) Mo-rich,

Figure 1. Atomic and chemical structure of monolayer WxMo1−xS2
alloys with an in-plane composition gradient. (A) Dark-field STEM
image of a single-layer WxMo1−xS2 triangular crystal transferred to a
TEM grid. (B−D) ADF-STEM images acquired from the regions
marked by the blue, green, and red squares (left-to-right). The lower
panels show the distribution of W atoms in the corresponding STEM
images, with the calculated Mo concentration in the lower left corner.
(E) Atomic-resolution ADF-STEM micrograph from near the edge of
the triangle with a line profile through the boxed area. Mo atoms are
weaker in intensity than the W atoms and stronger than two stacked S
atoms.

Figure 2. W and Mo stripes forming parallel to the outer edge of the
WxMo1−xS2 triangular flake. (A) Dark-field STEM micrograph marking
three regions near the center of the WxMo1−xS2 flake from which ADF-
STEM images are acquired, as shown in panels B−D. The atomic
chains are highlighted in E−G, where the red dots indicate W atoms
that form chains along that zigzag direction, while black dots represent
other W atoms that are not part of such a chain. Each region is closest
to one of the three outer edges of the triangular flake. Bandpass
filtering was performed to improve image contrast.

Figure 3. Possible bulk and edge phases of the WxMo1−xS2 alloy
relaxed using DFT. Periodic bulk structures of (A) striped, (B) phase
segregated, and (C) random alloys. Also, “ribbon” structures with (D)
mixed, (E) Mo-rich, and (F) W-rich edges: these model structural
energetics at a growth edge. Mo (W) atoms are colored red (blue),
and Mo-rich (W-rich) edges are highlighted by red (blue) shading.
(G) Possible edge terminations of a zigzag edge. The four edge
structures investigated here are labeled based on their termination
(metal or sulfur) and sulfur coverage (50% or 100%): M100, M50,
S100, and S50, where M can be Mo or W.
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62 field STEM micrograph of a single-layer WxMo1−xS2 triangular
63 crystal. The high-resolution ADF-STEM images in Figure 1B−
64 D indicate the atomic and chemical structure of the flake in
65 three areas marked by blue, green, and red boxes. The intensity
66 line scan in Figure 1E, taken from region B, clearly distinguishes
67 individual W, Mo, and 2S atoms, owing to the Z (atomic
68 number) contrast of ADF-STEM.
69 Chemical compositions directly calculated from the ADF-
70 STEM images show that a nearly pure WS2 phase close to the
71 edges (W0.99Mo0.01S2) gradually evolves to a phase with near-
72 equal W and Mo concentrations (W0.47Mo0.53S2) near the
73 center. This composition gradient is consistent with photo-
74 luminescence (PL) and Raman spectroscopy measurements of
75 variations in the intensity of the composition-dependent E′
76 mode upon moving from the center to the edge of the flake
77 (Supporting Information, Figure S1B−F). Even at a Mo
78 concentration of about 2% (Figure 1C), Mo atoms remain well-
79 distributed in the WS2 lattice. The most striking structural
80 feature occurs near the center of the triangle where Mo and W
81 concentrations are almost equal. Here the W and Mo atoms
82 form stripes (Figure 1D) aligned in the zigzag direction parallel
83 to the outer edge of the triangular flake, i.e., perpendicular to
84 the growth direction.
85 To verify the alignment of the stripes to the triangle’s outer
86 edges, three regions near the center of the triangle, each closest

f2 87 to one particular edge, were imaged (Figure 2). The Mo−W
88 pair correlation along the three zigzag directions was quantified
89 using a modified Warren-Cowley short-range order parameter
90 α18−20 (see Methods).
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93 0) coordination, with α = 0 a random alloy. To capture

94anisotropy, we define a vector pair correlation α = (α1, α2, α3)
95whose three components measure neighbor pair correlations
96along the zigzag directions of edges 1, 2, and 3. For the region
97closer to edge 1 (Figure 2B), horizontal stripes reflect a pair
98correlation ofα = (0.11, −0.06, −0.02). The regions closer to
99edges 2 and 3 yield α = (−0.03, 0.10, −0.14) and α = (−0.05,
100−0.04, 0.13) respectively (the order is statistically significant at
101the five-sigma level, see Supporting Information). The
102structural anisotropy is consistent across all three directions
103in all three images: positive correlation along the stripes and
104anticorrelation across the stripes (i.e., the stripes are atomically
105thin).
106To determine the origin of striations, various mechanisms
107that might yield row-by-row phase segregation at the growth
108edge were investigated using DFT calculations. First, the total
109energies of bulk W0.5Mo0.5S2 alloys with ideal stripes, phase
110 f3segregated, or random alloys were compared (Figure 3A−C).
111Under both charge neutrality and electron doping, the
112differences in total energies between these structures is
113negligible21,22 (see Supporting Information). Figure 3D−F
114then compares the total energies of (D) mixed, (E) Mo-rich,

Figure 1. Atomic and chemical structure of monolayer WxMo1−xS2
alloys with an in-plane composition gradient. (A) Dark-field STEM
image of a single-layer WxMo1−xS2 triangular crystal transferred to a
TEM grid. (B−D) ADF-STEM images acquired from the regions
marked by the blue, green, and red squares (left-to-right). The lower
panels show the distribution of W atoms in the corresponding STEM
images, with the calculated Mo concentration in the lower left corner.
(E) Atomic-resolution ADF-STEM micrograph from near the edge of
the triangle with a line profile through the boxed area. Mo atoms are
weaker in intensity than the W atoms and stronger than two stacked S
atoms.

Figure 2. W and Mo stripes forming parallel to the outer edge of the
WxMo1−xS2 triangular flake. (A) Dark-field STEM micrograph marking
three regions near the center of the WxMo1−xS2 flake from which ADF-
STEM images are acquired, as shown in panels B−D. The atomic
chains are highlighted in E−G, where the red dots indicate W atoms
that form chains along that zigzag direction, while black dots represent
other W atoms that are not part of such a chain. Each region is closest
to one of the three outer edges of the triangular flake. Bandpass
filtering was performed to improve image contrast.

Figure 3. Possible bulk and edge phases of the WxMo1−xS2 alloy
relaxed using DFT. Periodic bulk structures of (A) striped, (B) phase
segregated, and (C) random alloys. Also, “ribbon” structures with (D)
mixed, (E) Mo-rich, and (F) W-rich edges: these model structural
energetics at a growth edge. Mo (W) atoms are colored red (blue),
and Mo-rich (W-rich) edges are highlighted by red (blue) shading.
(G) Possible edge terminations of a zigzag edge. The four edge
structures investigated here are labeled based on their termination
(metal or sulfur) and sulfur coverage (50% or 100%): M100, M50,
S100, and S50, where M can be Mo or W.
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63 crystal. The high-resolution ADF-STEM images in Figure 1B−
64 D indicate the atomic and chemical structure of the flake in
65 three areas marked by blue, green, and red boxes. The intensity
66 line scan in Figure 1E, taken from region B, clearly distinguishes
67 individual W, Mo, and 2S atoms, owing to the Z (atomic
68 number) contrast of ADF-STEM.
69 Chemical compositions directly calculated from the ADF-
70 STEM images show that a nearly pure WS2 phase close to the
71 edges (W0.99Mo0.01S2) gradually evolves to a phase with near-
72 equal W and Mo concentrations (W0.47Mo0.53S2) near the
73 center. This composition gradient is consistent with photo-
74 luminescence (PL) and Raman spectroscopy measurements of
75 variations in the intensity of the composition-dependent E′
76 mode upon moving from the center to the edge of the flake
77 (Supporting Information, Figure S1B−F). Even at a Mo
78 concentration of about 2% (Figure 1C), Mo atoms remain well-
79 distributed in the WS2 lattice. The most striking structural
80 feature occurs near the center of the triangle where Mo and W
81 concentrations are almost equal. Here the W and Mo atoms
82 form stripes (Figure 1D) aligned in the zigzag direction parallel
83 to the outer edge of the triangular flake, i.e., perpendicular to
84 the growth direction.
85 To verify the alignment of the stripes to the triangle’s outer
86 edges, three regions near the center of the triangle, each closest

f2 87 to one particular edge, were imaged (Figure 2). The Mo−W
88 pair correlation along the three zigzag directions was quantified
89 using a modified Warren-Cowley short-range order parameter
90 α18−20 (see Methods).
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95whose three components measure neighbor pair correlations
96along the zigzag directions of edges 1, 2, and 3. For the region
97closer to edge 1 (Figure 2B), horizontal stripes reflect a pair
98correlation ofα = (0.11, −0.06, −0.02). The regions closer to
99edges 2 and 3 yield α = (−0.03, 0.10, −0.14) and α = (−0.05,
100−0.04, 0.13) respectively (the order is statistically significant at
101the five-sigma level, see Supporting Information). The
102structural anisotropy is consistent across all three directions
103in all three images: positive correlation along the stripes and
104anticorrelation across the stripes (i.e., the stripes are atomically
105thin).
106To determine the origin of striations, various mechanisms
107that might yield row-by-row phase segregation at the growth
108edge were investigated using DFT calculations. First, the total
109energies of bulk W0.5Mo0.5S2 alloys with ideal stripes, phase
110 f3segregated, or random alloys were compared (Figure 3A−C).
111Under both charge neutrality and electron doping, the
112differences in total energies between these structures is
113negligible21,22 (see Supporting Information). Figure 3D−F
114then compares the total energies of (D) mixed, (E) Mo-rich,

Figure 1. Atomic and chemical structure of monolayer WxMo1−xS2
alloys with an in-plane composition gradient. (A) Dark-field STEM
image of a single-layer WxMo1−xS2 triangular crystal transferred to a
TEM grid. (B−D) ADF-STEM images acquired from the regions
marked by the blue, green, and red squares (left-to-right). The lower
panels show the distribution of W atoms in the corresponding STEM
images, with the calculated Mo concentration in the lower left corner.
(E) Atomic-resolution ADF-STEM micrograph from near the edge of
the triangle with a line profile through the boxed area. Mo atoms are
weaker in intensity than the W atoms and stronger than two stacked S
atoms.

Figure 2. W and Mo stripes forming parallel to the outer edge of the
WxMo1−xS2 triangular flake. (A) Dark-field STEM micrograph marking
three regions near the center of the WxMo1−xS2 flake from which ADF-
STEM images are acquired, as shown in panels B−D. The atomic
chains are highlighted in E−G, where the red dots indicate W atoms
that form chains along that zigzag direction, while black dots represent
other W atoms that are not part of such a chain. Each region is closest
to one of the three outer edges of the triangular flake. Bandpass
filtering was performed to improve image contrast.

Figure 3. Possible bulk and edge phases of the WxMo1−xS2 alloy
relaxed using DFT. Periodic bulk structures of (A) striped, (B) phase
segregated, and (C) random alloys. Also, “ribbon” structures with (D)
mixed, (E) Mo-rich, and (F) W-rich edges: these model structural
energetics at a growth edge. Mo (W) atoms are colored red (blue),
and Mo-rich (W-rich) edges are highlighted by red (blue) shading.
(G) Possible edge terminations of a zigzag edge. The four edge
structures investigated here are labeled based on their termination
(metal or sulfur) and sulfur coverage (50% or 100%): M100, M50,
S100, and S50, where M can be Mo or W.
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59 Triangular monocrystals of WxMo1−xS2 were synthesized
60 through sulfurization of MoO3/WO3 layers at 800 °C and

f1 61 atmospheric pressure (see Methods). Figure 1A shows a dark-

62 field STEM micrograph of a single-layer WxMo1−xS2 triangular
63 crystal. The high-resolution ADF-STEM images in Figure 1B−
64 D indicate the atomic and chemical structure of the flake in
65 three areas marked by blue, green, and red boxes. The intensity
66 line scan in Figure 1E, taken from region B, clearly distinguishes
67 individual W, Mo, and 2S atoms, owing to the Z (atomic
68 number) contrast of ADF-STEM.
69 Chemical compositions directly calculated from the ADF-
70 STEM images show that a nearly pure WS2 phase close to the
71 edges (W0.99Mo0.01S2) gradually evolves to a phase with near-
72 equal W and Mo concentrations (W0.47Mo0.53S2) near the
73 center. This composition gradient is consistent with photo-
74 luminescence (PL) and Raman spectroscopy measurements of
75 variations in the intensity of the composition-dependent E′
76 mode upon moving from the center to the edge of the flake
77 (Supporting Information, Figure S1B−F). Even at a Mo
78 concentration of about 2% (Figure 1C), Mo atoms remain well-
79 distributed in the WS2 lattice. The most striking structural
80 feature occurs near the center of the triangle where Mo and W
81 concentrations are almost equal. Here the W and Mo atoms
82 form stripes (Figure 1D) aligned in the zigzag direction parallel
83 to the outer edge of the triangular flake, i.e., perpendicular to
84 the growth direction.
85 To verify the alignment of the stripes to the triangle’s outer
86 edges, three regions near the center of the triangle, each closest

f2 87 to one particular edge, were imaged (Figure 2). The Mo−W
88 pair correlation along the three zigzag directions was quantified
89 using a modified Warren-Cowley short-range order parameter
90 α18−20 (see Methods).
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91 In this original scalar form, α indicates the tendency for the
92 alloy to form homoatom (0 < α < 1) or heteroatom (−1 < α <
93 0) coordination, with α = 0 a random alloy. To capture

94anisotropy, we define a vector pair correlation α = (α1, α2, α3)
95whose three components measure neighbor pair correlations
96along the zigzag directions of edges 1, 2, and 3. For the region
97closer to edge 1 (Figure 2B), horizontal stripes reflect a pair
98correlation ofα = (0.11, −0.06, −0.02). The regions closer to
99edges 2 and 3 yield α = (−0.03, 0.10, −0.14) and α = (−0.05,
100−0.04, 0.13) respectively (the order is statistically significant at
101the five-sigma level, see Supporting Information). The
102structural anisotropy is consistent across all three directions
103in all three images: positive correlation along the stripes and
104anticorrelation across the stripes (i.e., the stripes are atomically
105thin).
106To determine the origin of striations, various mechanisms
107that might yield row-by-row phase segregation at the growth
108edge were investigated using DFT calculations. First, the total
109energies of bulk W0.5Mo0.5S2 alloys with ideal stripes, phase
110 f3segregated, or random alloys were compared (Figure 3A−C).
111Under both charge neutrality and electron doping, the
112differences in total energies between these structures is
113negligible21,22 (see Supporting Information). Figure 3D−F
114then compares the total energies of (D) mixed, (E) Mo-rich,

Figure 1. Atomic and chemical structure of monolayer WxMo1−xS2
alloys with an in-plane composition gradient. (A) Dark-field STEM
image of a single-layer WxMo1−xS2 triangular crystal transferred to a
TEM grid. (B−D) ADF-STEM images acquired from the regions
marked by the blue, green, and red squares (left-to-right). The lower
panels show the distribution of W atoms in the corresponding STEM
images, with the calculated Mo concentration in the lower left corner.
(E) Atomic-resolution ADF-STEM micrograph from near the edge of
the triangle with a line profile through the boxed area. Mo atoms are
weaker in intensity than the W atoms and stronger than two stacked S
atoms.

Figure 2. W and Mo stripes forming parallel to the outer edge of the
WxMo1−xS2 triangular flake. (A) Dark-field STEM micrograph marking
three regions near the center of the WxMo1−xS2 flake from which ADF-
STEM images are acquired, as shown in panels B−D. The atomic
chains are highlighted in E−G, where the red dots indicate W atoms
that form chains along that zigzag direction, while black dots represent
other W atoms that are not part of such a chain. Each region is closest
to one of the three outer edges of the triangular flake. Bandpass
filtering was performed to improve image contrast.

Figure 3. Possible bulk and edge phases of the WxMo1−xS2 alloy
relaxed using DFT. Periodic bulk structures of (A) striped, (B) phase
segregated, and (C) random alloys. Also, “ribbon” structures with (D)
mixed, (E) Mo-rich, and (F) W-rich edges: these model structural
energetics at a growth edge. Mo (W) atoms are colored red (blue),
and Mo-rich (W-rich) edges are highlighted by red (blue) shading.
(G) Possible edge terminations of a zigzag edge. The four edge
structures investigated here are labeled based on their termination
(metal or sulfur) and sulfur coverage (50% or 100%): M100, M50,
S100, and S50, where M can be Mo or W.
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59 Triangular monocrystals of WxMo1−xS2 were synthesized
60 through sulfurization of MoO3/WO3 layers at 800 °C and

f1 61 atmospheric pressure (see Methods). Figure 1A shows a dark-

62 field STEM micrograph of a single-layer WxMo1−xS2 triangular
63 crystal. The high-resolution ADF-STEM images in Figure 1B−
64 D indicate the atomic and chemical structure of the flake in
65 three areas marked by blue, green, and red boxes. The intensity
66 line scan in Figure 1E, taken from region B, clearly distinguishes
67 individual W, Mo, and 2S atoms, owing to the Z (atomic
68 number) contrast of ADF-STEM.
69 Chemical compositions directly calculated from the ADF-
70 STEM images show that a nearly pure WS2 phase close to the
71 edges (W0.99Mo0.01S2) gradually evolves to a phase with near-
72 equal W and Mo concentrations (W0.47Mo0.53S2) near the
73 center. This composition gradient is consistent with photo-
74 luminescence (PL) and Raman spectroscopy measurements of
75 variations in the intensity of the composition-dependent E′
76 mode upon moving from the center to the edge of the flake
77 (Supporting Information, Figure S1B−F). Even at a Mo
78 concentration of about 2% (Figure 1C), Mo atoms remain well-
79 distributed in the WS2 lattice. The most striking structural
80 feature occurs near the center of the triangle where Mo and W
81 concentrations are almost equal. Here the W and Mo atoms
82 form stripes (Figure 1D) aligned in the zigzag direction parallel
83 to the outer edge of the triangular flake, i.e., perpendicular to
84 the growth direction.
85 To verify the alignment of the stripes to the triangle’s outer
86 edges, three regions near the center of the triangle, each closest

f2 87 to one particular edge, were imaged (Figure 2). The Mo−W
88 pair correlation along the three zigzag directions was quantified
89 using a modified Warren-Cowley short-range order parameter
90 α18−20 (see Methods).
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91 In this original scalar form, α indicates the tendency for the
92 alloy to form homoatom (0 < α < 1) or heteroatom (−1 < α <
93 0) coordination, with α = 0 a random alloy. To capture

94anisotropy, we define a vector pair correlation α = (α1, α2, α3)
95whose three components measure neighbor pair correlations
96along the zigzag directions of edges 1, 2, and 3. For the region
97closer to edge 1 (Figure 2B), horizontal stripes reflect a pair
98correlation ofα = (0.11, −0.06, −0.02). The regions closer to
99edges 2 and 3 yield α = (−0.03, 0.10, −0.14) and α = (−0.05,
100−0.04, 0.13) respectively (the order is statistically significant at
101the five-sigma level, see Supporting Information). The
102structural anisotropy is consistent across all three directions
103in all three images: positive correlation along the stripes and
104anticorrelation across the stripes (i.e., the stripes are atomically
105thin).
106To determine the origin of striations, various mechanisms
107that might yield row-by-row phase segregation at the growth
108edge were investigated using DFT calculations. First, the total
109energies of bulk W0.5Mo0.5S2 alloys with ideal stripes, phase
110 f3segregated, or random alloys were compared (Figure 3A−C).
111Under both charge neutrality and electron doping, the
112differences in total energies between these structures is
113negligible21,22 (see Supporting Information). Figure 3D−F
114then compares the total energies of (D) mixed, (E) Mo-rich,

Figure 1. Atomic and chemical structure of monolayer WxMo1−xS2
alloys with an in-plane composition gradient. (A) Dark-field STEM
image of a single-layer WxMo1−xS2 triangular crystal transferred to a
TEM grid. (B−D) ADF-STEM images acquired from the regions
marked by the blue, green, and red squares (left-to-right). The lower
panels show the distribution of W atoms in the corresponding STEM
images, with the calculated Mo concentration in the lower left corner.
(E) Atomic-resolution ADF-STEM micrograph from near the edge of
the triangle with a line profile through the boxed area. Mo atoms are
weaker in intensity than the W atoms and stronger than two stacked S
atoms.

Figure 2. W and Mo stripes forming parallel to the outer edge of the
WxMo1−xS2 triangular flake. (A) Dark-field STEM micrograph marking
three regions near the center of the WxMo1−xS2 flake from which ADF-
STEM images are acquired, as shown in panels B−D. The atomic
chains are highlighted in E−G, where the red dots indicate W atoms
that form chains along that zigzag direction, while black dots represent
other W atoms that are not part of such a chain. Each region is closest
to one of the three outer edges of the triangular flake. Bandpass
filtering was performed to improve image contrast.

Figure 3. Possible bulk and edge phases of the WxMo1−xS2 alloy
relaxed using DFT. Periodic bulk structures of (A) striped, (B) phase
segregated, and (C) random alloys. Also, “ribbon” structures with (D)
mixed, (E) Mo-rich, and (F) W-rich edges: these model structural
energetics at a growth edge. Mo (W) atoms are colored red (blue),
and Mo-rich (W-rich) edges are highlighted by red (blue) shading.
(G) Possible edge terminations of a zigzag edge. The four edge
structures investigated here are labeled based on their termination
(metal or sulfur) and sulfur coverage (50% or 100%): M100, M50,
S100, and S50, where M can be Mo or W.
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59 Triangular monocrystals of WxMo1−xS2 were synthesized
60 through sulfurization of MoO3/WO3 layers at 800 °C and

f1 61 atmospheric pressure (see Methods). Figure 1A shows a dark-

62 field STEM micrograph of a single-layer WxMo1−xS2 triangular
63 crystal. The high-resolution ADF-STEM images in Figure 1B−
64 D indicate the atomic and chemical structure of the flake in
65 three areas marked by blue, green, and red boxes. The intensity
66 line scan in Figure 1E, taken from region B, clearly distinguishes
67 individual W, Mo, and 2S atoms, owing to the Z (atomic
68 number) contrast of ADF-STEM.
69 Chemical compositions directly calculated from the ADF-
70 STEM images show that a nearly pure WS2 phase close to the
71 edges (W0.99Mo0.01S2) gradually evolves to a phase with near-
72 equal W and Mo concentrations (W0.47Mo0.53S2) near the
73 center. This composition gradient is consistent with photo-
74 luminescence (PL) and Raman spectroscopy measurements of
75 variations in the intensity of the composition-dependent E′
76 mode upon moving from the center to the edge of the flake
77 (Supporting Information, Figure S1B−F). Even at a Mo
78 concentration of about 2% (Figure 1C), Mo atoms remain well-
79 distributed in the WS2 lattice. The most striking structural
80 feature occurs near the center of the triangle where Mo and W
81 concentrations are almost equal. Here the W and Mo atoms
82 form stripes (Figure 1D) aligned in the zigzag direction parallel
83 to the outer edge of the triangular flake, i.e., perpendicular to
84 the growth direction.
85 To verify the alignment of the stripes to the triangle’s outer
86 edges, three regions near the center of the triangle, each closest

f2 87 to one particular edge, were imaged (Figure 2). The Mo−W
88 pair correlation along the three zigzag directions was quantified
89 using a modified Warren-Cowley short-range order parameter
90 α18−20 (see Methods).
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91 In this original scalar form, α indicates the tendency for the
92 alloy to form homoatom (0 < α < 1) or heteroatom (−1 < α <
93 0) coordination, with α = 0 a random alloy. To capture

94anisotropy, we define a vector pair correlation α = (α1, α2, α3)
95whose three components measure neighbor pair correlations
96along the zigzag directions of edges 1, 2, and 3. For the region
97closer to edge 1 (Figure 2B), horizontal stripes reflect a pair
98correlation ofα = (0.11, −0.06, −0.02). The regions closer to
99edges 2 and 3 yield α = (−0.03, 0.10, −0.14) and α = (−0.05,
100−0.04, 0.13) respectively (the order is statistically significant at
101the five-sigma level, see Supporting Information). The
102structural anisotropy is consistent across all three directions
103in all three images: positive correlation along the stripes and
104anticorrelation across the stripes (i.e., the stripes are atomically
105thin).
106To determine the origin of striations, various mechanisms
107that might yield row-by-row phase segregation at the growth
108edge were investigated using DFT calculations. First, the total
109energies of bulk W0.5Mo0.5S2 alloys with ideal stripes, phase
110 f3segregated, or random alloys were compared (Figure 3A−C).
111Under both charge neutrality and electron doping, the
112differences in total energies between these structures is
113negligible21,22 (see Supporting Information). Figure 3D−F
114then compares the total energies of (D) mixed, (E) Mo-rich,

Figure 1. Atomic and chemical structure of monolayer WxMo1−xS2
alloys with an in-plane composition gradient. (A) Dark-field STEM
image of a single-layer WxMo1−xS2 triangular crystal transferred to a
TEM grid. (B−D) ADF-STEM images acquired from the regions
marked by the blue, green, and red squares (left-to-right). The lower
panels show the distribution of W atoms in the corresponding STEM
images, with the calculated Mo concentration in the lower left corner.
(E) Atomic-resolution ADF-STEM micrograph from near the edge of
the triangle with a line profile through the boxed area. Mo atoms are
weaker in intensity than the W atoms and stronger than two stacked S
atoms.

Figure 2. W and Mo stripes forming parallel to the outer edge of the
WxMo1−xS2 triangular flake. (A) Dark-field STEM micrograph marking
three regions near the center of the WxMo1−xS2 flake from which ADF-
STEM images are acquired, as shown in panels B−D. The atomic
chains are highlighted in E−G, where the red dots indicate W atoms
that form chains along that zigzag direction, while black dots represent
other W atoms that are not part of such a chain. Each region is closest
to one of the three outer edges of the triangular flake. Bandpass
filtering was performed to improve image contrast.

Figure 3. Possible bulk and edge phases of the WxMo1−xS2 alloy
relaxed using DFT. Periodic bulk structures of (A) striped, (B) phase
segregated, and (C) random alloys. Also, “ribbon” structures with (D)
mixed, (E) Mo-rich, and (F) W-rich edges: these model structural
energetics at a growth edge. Mo (W) atoms are colored red (blue),
and Mo-rich (W-rich) edges are highlighted by red (blue) shading.
(G) Possible edge terminations of a zigzag edge. The four edge
structures investigated here are labeled based on their termination
(metal or sulfur) and sulfur coverage (50% or 100%): M100, M50,
S100, and S50, where M can be Mo or W.
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59TriangularmonocrystalsofWxMo1−xS2weresynthesized
60throughsulfurizationofMoO3/WO3layersat800°Cand

f161atmosphericpressure(seeMethods).Figure1Ashowsadark-

62fieldSTEMmicrographofasingle-layerWxMo1−xS2triangular
63crystal.Thehigh-resolutionADF-STEMimagesinFigure1B−
64Dindicatetheatomicandchemicalstructureoftheflakein
65threeareasmarkedbyblue,green,andredboxes.Theintensity
66linescaninFigure1E,takenfromregionB,clearlydistinguishes
67individualW,Mo,and2Satoms,owingtotheZ(atomic
68number)contrastofADF-STEM.
69ChemicalcompositionsdirectlycalculatedfromtheADF-
70STEMimagesshowthatanearlypureWS2phaseclosetothe
71edges(W0.99Mo0.01S2)graduallyevolvestoaphasewithnear-
72equalWandMoconcentrations(W0.47Mo0.53S2)nearthe
73center.Thiscompositiongradientisconsistentwithphoto-
74luminescence(PL)andRamanspectroscopymeasurementsof
75variationsintheintensityofthecomposition-dependentE′
76modeuponmovingfromthecentertotheedgeoftheflake
77(SupportingInformation,FigureS1B−F).EvenataMo
78concentrationofabout2%(Figure1C),Moatomsremainwell-
79distributedintheWS2lattice.Themoststrikingstructural
80featureoccursnearthecenterofthetrianglewhereMoandW
81concentrationsarealmostequal.HeretheWandMoatoms
82formstripes(Figure1D)alignedinthezigzagdirectionparallel
83totheouteredgeofthetriangularflake,i.e.,perpendicularto
84thegrowthdirection.
85Toverifythealignmentofthestripestothetriangle’souter
86edges,threeregionsnearthecenterofthetriangle,eachclosest

f287tooneparticularedge,wereimaged(Figure2).TheMo−W
88paircorrelationalongthethreezigzagdirectionswasquantified
89usingamodifiedWarren-Cowleyshort-rangeorderparameter
90α

18−20(seeMethods).
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91Inthisoriginalscalarform,αindicatesthetendencyforthe
92alloytoformhomoatom(0<α<1)orheteroatom(−1<α<
930)coordination,withα=0arandomalloy.Tocapture

94 anisotropy,wedefineavectorpaircorrelationα=(α1,α2,α3)
95 whosethreecomponentsmeasureneighborpaircorrelations
96 alongthezigzagdirectionsofedges1,2,and3.Fortheregion
97 closertoedge1(Figure2B),horizontalstripesreflectapair
98 correlationofα=(0.11,−0.06,−0.02).Theregionscloserto
99 edges2and3yieldα=(−0.03,0.10,−0.14)andα=(−0.05,
100 −0.04,0.13)respectively(theorderisstatisticallysignificantat
101 thefive-sigmalevel,seeSupportingInformation).The
102 structuralanisotropyisconsistentacrossallthreedirections
103 inallthreeimages:positivecorrelationalongthestripesand
104 anticorrelationacrossthestripes(i.e.,thestripesareatomically
105 thin).
106 Todeterminetheoriginofstriations,variousmechanisms
107 thatmightyieldrow-by-rowphasesegregationatthegrowth
108 edgewereinvestigatedusingDFTcalculations.First,thetotal
109 energiesofbulkW0.5Mo0.5S2alloyswithidealstripes,phase
110f3 segregated,orrandomalloyswerecompared(Figure3A−C).
111 Underbothchargeneutralityandelectrondoping,the
112 differencesintotalenergiesbetweenthesestructuresis
113 negligible

21,22
(seeSupportingInformation).Figure3D−F

114 thencomparesthetotalenergiesof(D)mixed,(E)Mo-rich,

Figure1.AtomicandchemicalstructureofmonolayerWxMo1−xS2
alloyswithanin-planecompositiongradient.(A)Dark-fieldSTEM
imageofasingle-layerWxMo1−xS2triangularcrystaltransferredtoa
TEMgrid.(B−D)ADF-STEMimagesacquiredfromtheregions
markedbytheblue,green,andredsquares(left-to-right).Thelower
panelsshowthedistributionofWatomsinthecorrespondingSTEM
images,withthecalculatedMoconcentrationinthelowerleftcorner.
(E)Atomic-resolutionADF-STEMmicrographfromneartheedgeof
thetrianglewithalineprofilethroughtheboxedarea.Moatomsare
weakerinintensitythantheWatomsandstrongerthantwostackedS
atoms.

Figure2.WandMostripesformingparalleltotheouteredgeofthe
WxMo1−xS2triangularflake.(A)Dark-fieldSTEMmicrographmarking
threeregionsnearthecenteroftheWxMo1−xS2flakefromwhichADF-
STEMimagesareacquired,asshowninpanelsB−D.Theatomic
chainsarehighlightedinE−G,wherethereddotsindicateWatoms
thatformchainsalongthatzigzagdirection,whileblackdotsrepresent
otherWatomsthatarenotpartofsuchachain.Eachregionisclosest
tooneofthethreeouteredgesofthetriangularflake.Bandpass
filteringwasperformedtoimproveimagecontrast.

Figure3.PossiblebulkandedgephasesoftheWxMo1−xS2alloy
relaxedusingDFT.Periodicbulkstructuresof(A)striped,(B)phase
segregated,and(C)randomalloys.Also,“ribbon”structureswith(D)
mixed,(E)Mo-rich,and(F)W-richedges:thesemodelstructural
energeticsatagrowthedge.Mo(W)atomsarecoloredred(blue),
andMo-rich(W-rich)edgesarehighlightedbyred(blue)shading.
(G)Possibleedgeterminationsofazigzagedge.Thefouredge
structuresinvestigatedherearelabeledbasedontheirtermination
(metalorsulfur)andsulfurcoverage(50%or100%):M100,M50,
S100,andS50,whereMcanbeMoorW.
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59TriangularmonocrystalsofWxMo1−xS2weresynthesized
60throughsulfurizationofMoO3/WO3layersat800°Cand

f161atmosphericpressure(seeMethods).Figure1Ashowsadark-

62fieldSTEMmicrographofasingle-layerWxMo1−xS2triangular
63crystal.Thehigh-resolutionADF-STEMimagesinFigure1B−
64Dindicatetheatomicandchemicalstructureoftheflakein
65threeareasmarkedbyblue,green,andredboxes.Theintensity
66linescaninFigure1E,takenfromregionB,clearlydistinguishes
67individualW,Mo,and2Satoms,owingtotheZ(atomic
68number)contrastofADF-STEM.
69ChemicalcompositionsdirectlycalculatedfromtheADF-
70STEMimagesshowthatanearlypureWS2phaseclosetothe
71edges(W0.99Mo0.01S2)graduallyevolvestoaphasewithnear-
72equalWandMoconcentrations(W0.47Mo0.53S2)nearthe
73center.Thiscompositiongradientisconsistentwithphoto-
74luminescence(PL)andRamanspectroscopymeasurementsof
75variationsintheintensityofthecomposition-dependentE′
76modeuponmovingfromthecentertotheedgeoftheflake
77(SupportingInformation,FigureS1B−F).EvenataMo
78concentrationofabout2%(Figure1C),Moatomsremainwell-
79distributedintheWS2lattice.Themoststrikingstructural
80featureoccursnearthecenterofthetrianglewhereMoandW
81concentrationsarealmostequal.HeretheWandMoatoms
82formstripes(Figure1D)alignedinthezigzagdirectionparallel
83totheouteredgeofthetriangularflake,i.e.,perpendicularto
84thegrowthdirection.
85Toverifythealignmentofthestripestothetriangle’souter
86edges,threeregionsnearthecenterofthetriangle,eachclosest

f287tooneparticularedge,wereimaged(Figure2).TheMo−W
88paircorrelationalongthethreezigzagdirectionswasquantified
89usingamodifiedWarren-Cowleyshort-rangeorderparameter
90α

18−20(seeMethods).
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91Inthisoriginalscalarform,αindicatesthetendencyforthe
92alloytoformhomoatom(0<α<1)orheteroatom(−1<α<
930)coordination,withα=0arandomalloy.Tocapture

94 anisotropy,wedefineavectorpaircorrelationα=(α1,α2,α3)
95 whosethreecomponentsmeasureneighborpaircorrelations
96 alongthezigzagdirectionsofedges1,2,and3.Fortheregion
97 closertoedge1(Figure2B),horizontalstripesreflectapair
98 correlationofα=(0.11,−0.06,−0.02).Theregionscloserto
99 edges2and3yieldα=(−0.03,0.10,−0.14)andα=(−0.05,
100 −0.04,0.13)respectively(theorderisstatisticallysignificantat
101 thefive-sigmalevel,seeSupportingInformation).The
102 structuralanisotropyisconsistentacrossallthreedirections
103 inallthreeimages:positivecorrelationalongthestripesand
104 anticorrelationacrossthestripes(i.e.,thestripesareatomically
105 thin).
106 Todeterminetheoriginofstriations,variousmechanisms
107 thatmightyieldrow-by-rowphasesegregationatthegrowth
108 edgewereinvestigatedusingDFTcalculations.First,thetotal
109 energiesofbulkW0.5Mo0.5S2alloyswithidealstripes,phase
110f3 segregated,orrandomalloyswerecompared(Figure3A−C).
111 Underbothchargeneutralityandelectrondoping,the
112 differencesintotalenergiesbetweenthesestructuresis
113 negligible

21,22
(seeSupportingInformation).Figure3D−F

114 thencomparesthetotalenergiesof(D)mixed,(E)Mo-rich,

Figure1.AtomicandchemicalstructureofmonolayerWxMo1−xS2
alloyswithanin-planecompositiongradient.(A)Dark-fieldSTEM
imageofasingle-layerWxMo1−xS2triangularcrystaltransferredtoa
TEMgrid.(B−D)ADF-STEMimagesacquiredfromtheregions
markedbytheblue,green,andredsquares(left-to-right).Thelower
panelsshowthedistributionofWatomsinthecorrespondingSTEM
images,withthecalculatedMoconcentrationinthelowerleftcorner.
(E)Atomic-resolutionADF-STEMmicrographfromneartheedgeof
thetrianglewithalineprofilethroughtheboxedarea.Moatomsare
weakerinintensitythantheWatomsandstrongerthantwostackedS
atoms.

Figure2.WandMostripesformingparalleltotheouteredgeofthe
WxMo1−xS2triangularflake.(A)Dark-fieldSTEMmicrographmarking
threeregionsnearthecenteroftheWxMo1−xS2flakefromwhichADF-
STEMimagesareacquired,asshowninpanelsB−D.Theatomic
chainsarehighlightedinE−G,wherethereddotsindicateWatoms
thatformchainsalongthatzigzagdirection,whileblackdotsrepresent
otherWatomsthatarenotpartofsuchachain.Eachregionisclosest
tooneofthethreeouteredgesofthetriangularflake.Bandpass
filteringwasperformedtoimproveimagecontrast.

Figure3.PossiblebulkandedgephasesoftheWxMo1−xS2alloy
relaxedusingDFT.Periodicbulkstructuresof(A)striped,(B)phase
segregated,and(C)randomalloys.Also,“ribbon”structureswith(D)
mixed,(E)Mo-rich,and(F)W-richedges:thesemodelstructural
energeticsatagrowthedge.Mo(W)atomsarecoloredred(blue),
andMo-rich(W-rich)edgesarehighlightedbyred(blue)shading.
(G)Possibleedgeterminationsofazigzagedge.Thefouredge
structuresinvestigatedherearelabeledbasedontheirtermination
(metalorsulfur)andsulfurcoverage(50%or100%):M100,M50,
S100,andS50,whereMcanbeMoorW.
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Other ways to use the 
third dimension?



this is a boundary 
between two grainsbut it’s all one grain!



When a growing crystal in two dimensions passes over a bump on 
the substrate, the growth front self-intersects and we obtain a 
semi-infinite grain boundary on the “downstream” side.



graphene MoS2

This grain boundary terminates (or changes angle) at a compensating 
saddle point.

A dense network of grain boundaries of specified angle can be placed at 
controlled locations by growing on a substrate of designed topography: 
Grain boundary materials.

Yuanxi Wang and V. Crespi, 10.1021/acs.nanolett.7b01641 



Highly reconfigurable



A shape-memory membrane can be lifted off a conformal substrate.





Ben Katz and V. Crespi

These are different metastable shapes of the same membrane.

This small piece of membrane has 100’s of distinct shapes.



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Origami



If you fold up a sheet of paper and then flatten it 
out, you can color the resulting “map” with just 
two colors.

ΔE		
[eV]

Lateral	distance	of	N	from	B	[Å]



Yuanxi Wang and V. Crespi, 10.1021/acs.nanolett.7b02773 



we achieve wafer-scale, monolayer-controlled growth of 
two-dimensional A,B,C,D on top of A,B,C,D with sufficient 
quality that device people are interested.

Grand Challenge
2D will remain a lab curiosity until…

https://tsstech.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/solar_automation_integration.jpg 
http://loktaart.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/labimg_870_Making-lokta-paper-loktaart.jpg

https://tsstech.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/solar_automation_integration.jpg


unknown and unknowable

The greatest, most compelling opportunity for 
a future ground-breaking material system is…

Grand Challenge



The grandest challenge is to design a system of 
research support that maximizes the rate of new, 
paradigm-shifting discoveries, which by definition 
are outside any identifiable area of focus.

Be true to “transformative”

What is the best mechanism to elicit this sort of activity from the 
community? Concerted research is important, but at the 
fundamental discovery level we don’t want all the antelope 
grazing from the same patch of grass. Most people are Bosons; 
we need some of them to be Fermions.



fibers  

Crossed polars  

+45° +90° 
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e d c 
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1+2=3



as-prepared after sonication
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Benzene-derived carbon nanothreads
Thomas C. Fitzgibbons1,2, Malcolm Guthrie3, En-shi Xu2,4, Vincent H. Crespi1,2,4,5,
Stephen K. Davidowski6, George D. Cody3, Nasim Alem5 and John V. Badding1,2*
Low-dimensional carbon nanomaterials such as fullerenes,
nanotubes, graphene and diamondoids have extraordinary
physical and chemical properties1,2. Compression-induced
polymerization of aromatic molecules could provide a viable
synthetic route to ordered carbon nanomaterials3,4, but despite
almost a century of study5–9 this approach has produced only
amorphous products10–14. Here we report recovery to ambient
pressure of macroscopic quantities of a crystalline one-
dimensional sp3 carbon nanomaterial formed by high-pressure
solid-state reaction of benzene. X-ray and neutron di�raction,
Raman spectroscopy, solid-state NMR, transmission electron
microscopy and first-principles calculations reveal close-
packed bundles of subnanometre-diameter sp3-bonded carbon
threads capped with hydrogen, crystalline in two dimensions
and short-range ordered in the third. These nanothreads
promise extraordinary properties such as strength and
sti�ness higher than that of sp2 carbon nanotubes or conven-
tional high-strength polymers15. Theymay be the first member
of a new class of ordered sp3 nanomaterials synthesized by
kinetic control of high-pressure solid-state reactions.

Solid-state high-pressure reaction of unsaturated molecules
typically forms more saturated, smaller volume polymers
and extended amorphous networks16. These reactions can be
topochemical such that the structure of the final product reflects
the symmetry of the molecular crystal6 from which it is formed.
For example, compressed crystals of simple unsaturated aliphatic
molecules can react at pairs of carbons to form well-known
ordered, linear polymers such as crystalline polyethylene17 or
enantiopure polycyanoacetylene18. The high-pressure reaction
reported here di�ers from previous reports of benzene reaction
at high pressure5,6,11 to form hydrogenated amorphous carbon
and benzene reaction at ambient pressure19 to form aromatic
polymers in reacting at all six ring carbons to produce an extended,
one-dimensional (1D), ordered, saturated nanomaterial with a local
diamondoid-like structure.

Benzene samples were compressed to 20GPa at room tempera-
ture, maintained at this pressure for one hour, and slowly released
to ambient pressure at an average rate of 2GPa h�1 to recover a solid
white product. The sample did not dissolve in light hydrocarbon or-
ganic solvents and began to pyrolyse in air at a temperature of 250 �C
rather than melting, indicating that it is not composed primarily
of small molecules. Bright-field transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) imaging (Fig. 1a) of this product exhibits long-range parallel
striations suggestive of tubes or threads. Sonication in pentane dis-
rupts this regular lattice and reveals, narrow, curved 1D structures

that project outward from the sample’s edges, as shown in Fig. 1b.
The total structure factor S(Q) derived from either synchrotron
X-ray or neutron di�raction reveals Bragg peaks that reflect the
order seen in the TEM. Figure 1c shows the X-ray data. The width
of the prominent (100) peak, whichmanifests in the spatial extent of
the real-space reduced pair distribution function (PDF; inset Fig. 1c)
indicates a crystalline domain size of tens of nanometres, consistent
with the TEM imaging. Samples decompressed relatively quickly at
⇠20GPa h�1 in a diamond anvil cell showed no well-formed Bragg
peaks (Supplementary Fig. 1). Thus, decompression that is slower
than is typical in a standard diamond anvil cell is critical to retaining
well-ordered samples at ambient pressure.

The Bragg peaks observed in the S(Q) are too few in number
for structural inversion, but the prominent ones can be indexed to
a 2D lattice with a= 6.47Å (Fig. 1c; that is, (100), (200), (31̄0))
as can several weaker features, suggesting that the third dimension
does not have long-range order. The relative peak intensities are
consistent with a form factor of cylindrically symmetric columns
of charge20 with geometry consistent with the atomistic model
discussed below. The lattice constant is in excellent agreement
with the ⇠6.4 Å spacing between striations observed in multiple
high-resolution TEM images (Fig. 1a): the natural conclusion is to
associate the hexagonal lattice with a close-packed bundling of tube-
or thread-like structures that do not exhibit long-range axial order
owing to some combination of on-thread and inter-thread axial
disorder. Similar hexagonal bundling occurs in sp2-bonded carbon
nanotubes, but with a much larger lattice parameter20. Synchrotron
X-ray di�raction measurements on the recovered sample reloaded
into a diamond anvil cell reveal that the (100) and (200) peaks
shift with pressure at a rate consistent with weak van der Waals
bonding between the entities that generate the observed Bragg peaks
(Supplementary Fig. 2). First-principles modelling also strongly
supports this ‘nanothread’ architecture, as described below.

The di�use scattering that accompanies the Bragg peaks
provides the distribution of short-range C–C, C–H (C–D) and
H–H (D–D) pairwise correlations21. By Fourier transforming S(Q)
(Supplementary Fig. 3), these can be represented in real space as the
total PDF G(r). Figure 2 shows both X-ray and neutron data for a
C6D6 sample decompressed at 7GPa h�1.

The observed nearest-neighbour carbon–carbon distance of
1.52Å is characteristic of dominant sp3 bonding. Coordination
numbers extracted from the neutron G(r) (Fig. 2) using the
experimental atomic density of ⇠0.11 atomsÅ�3 (close to
the 0.116 atomsÅ�3 value obtained from the first-principles
calculations described below) are ⇠0.99 and ⇠3.2 for nearest-

1Department of Chemistry, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania 16802, USA. 2Materials Research Institute, Pennsylvania State
University, University Park, Pennsylvania 16802, USA. 3Geophysical Laboratory, Carnegie Institution of Washington, Washington DC 20015, USA.
4Department of Physics, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania 16802, USA. 5Department of Materials Science and Engineering,
Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania 16802, USA. 6Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Arizona State University, Tempe,
Arizona 85287, USA. *e-mail: jbadding@chem.psu.edu
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nanothread

Too thick for a polymer 
Too thin for a nanowire

: Stiff enough to be crystalline 
: Thin enough to be flexible

Real material properties are determined by nano/micro/meso-structure, not just atomic-scale bonding 
This is a new nano/micro/meso-structure for the strongest single bond known.



Periodic boundary 
conditions is the great 
information destroyer



~105 crystalline materials

This is 
pathetic



A single modest 
hydrocarbon has more 

structures than all 
equilibrium crystals.



414 ≈ 268,435,456

http://thyroidnosurgery.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/dna.png

Metastable materials



This material contains 
ample information. 

Can it be taught?


